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Introduction. Our aim is to put on a short play featuring a real actor and
a virtual actor, who will communicate through movements and choreography
with mutual synchronization. Although the theatrical context is a good ground
for multimodal communication between human and virtual actors, this paper
mainly deals with the ability to perceive the gestures and chaining of gestures of
a real actor. During the performance, our goal is to match real-time observation
with recorded examples. Recognition events are sent to a virtual actor which
replies with its own movements. We follow an approach similar to that proposed
by Campbell [1] or Bobick [2]. In this paper, we will describe these two main
aspects of gestures communication: representation and perception.

Gesture Representation and Perception. First, we must store an example
of the gesture to be recognized. Our idea is that the data for movements from any
motion-capture system can be reduced to a single artificial signature. Motioncapture systems generate a large amount of data and each type of sensor has its
own characteristics, so we have decided to move away from those technologies
and turn our system into a more generic recognition system. We decided to
work on the variation during the gesture. For that purpose, we use the wellknown PCA1 , that preserves variance, whether it is an angle or acceleration
variation. Although we use PCA, our approach is quite different compared to [3]
or [4]. Instead of creating a partitioned space with all the samples, each gesture
generates its own signature.
With this signature we can perform the recognition. Our system is quite similar
to multiagent systems in which each agent is a gesture (perception of the realtime flow, decision of the similarity recognition and action of sending an event).
It is the gesture itself that signals when it recognizes itself in the stream. During
the performance we have to compare the real-time observation with the stored
examples. Two main problems are raised by recognition: firstly, segmentation,
e.g., finding the beginning and the end; then the fidelity computation between the
recorded gesture and the observed one. We use a forward spotting scheme that
executes gesture segmentation and recognition simultaneously. The detection of
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the correct gesture is quick enough for real-time use. During experimentation,
we found that the average detection gesture was done 0.7 seconds before the
effective end of a 3 seconds gesture.
Gesture Chain Framework. Now that we are able to recognize gesture in
real-time, we plan to understand a more abstract layer: the syntax. We can
compare our work to language analysis [5] with different layers of abstraction.
We can capture data from a device and transform these raw data to symbolic
words. With words, we define a lexicon. The next step is to analyze the structure or syntax. There are three main advantages to rise up over simple lexicon
analysis. First, for the recognition part: even with the multi-freedom degrees of
our body, we cannot do all possible movements between two gestures. There is
an inter-relation of the words [6]. This means that if we know the syntax we can
eliminate false-positive recognition. Second, for the context understanding: the
same gesture can be repeated at different time during the play. We can distinguish the current position in the scenario with the current context or syntax.
Third, behavior understanding: rules can help to interpret the reaction of the
user. For example: repetition of the same gesture, pair of gestures.
Conclusion. In this paper we presented a new method for perceiving gestures
made by a real actor in real-time. These gestures are recorded during rehearsals
and pre-processed to generate a signature. During the performance, the recognition system uses this signature and compares it with its observation. The basics
of the gestural recognition system are achieved at this point. We have a versatile
system that can record, load or unload gestures during execution time. Now we
can increase our system with the integration of the syntax analysis.
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